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Press Release
Young Danish Photography ‘19
Opening Friday 1.st November 5 -7
November 1, Fotografisk Center opens the 19th edition of Young Danish
Photography ‘19, which this year was made in collaboration with guest curator
Anna Krogh, director of Art At Work. Every year, Young Danish Photography
gives a snippet of what is happening in Danish art photography right now, and
we are proud to present a selection that is as strong as it is diverse.
For this year’s theme “passage”, six photo artists were selected, each offering a
unique perspective on both the theme and the photographic medium respectively, they are Alexander Arnild Peitersen, Emilie Lundstrøm, Jeppe Lange, Louise
Haugaard Jørgensen, Søren Lilholt and Rosalina Kruse Serup. The common
thread between their diverse artist expression is an interest in the materiality of
photography and its ability to represent, explore or problematize the understanding of the passage of time in the image.
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For some of the artists it means an investigative gaze approaching that of the
anthropologist, for others it is an opportunity to work phenomenologically with
the photographic material. Some works are easy to recognise as photography,
while others experimentally engage with what the medium can be and do. There
are both conceptual approaches and immersion in the material - and works that
embrace both at once. There are powerful and singular expressions that are more
sharply contrasted in each other’s company, precisely because of their differen
ces, while the overall theme is never far away in any of them.
A catalogue is published with the exhibition with a text by Anna Krogh, in
addition, there is also educational material, which can be downloaded from our
website. Arranged also, in collaboration with DJ: Fotograferne ,a FotoForum
discussion among the artists, moderated by Anna Krogh. Furthermore, a series
of portrait videos and related long-form podcasts are produced with interviews,
based on each of the exhibited artists individual practice and projects - both can
be viewed / heard online.
Ung dansk fotografi ‘19
Fotografisk Center
1. november til 20. december 2019
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